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The Five W’s of Communication

Social Media and COVID-19

Today, more than any other time in
recent history, social media
platforms have become the main
source of information surpassing
print and other digital media
platforms.
Social media has become an
indispensable component in our
daily life. Home-bound with little to
do — Covid-19 has led to a spike in
online media consumption.
The businesses that will survive
these uncertain times will need to
respond fast and effectively to the
pandemic via social media.

Social Media Trends

Know Your Audience
• Identify the basic information: Answer questions such
as age, location, gender, basic interests, income level,
etc. Once you have a basic outline of a profile, go
further and ask yourself, “What does this mean?”
• Find out what your customer is thinking and feeling
now. Do some research, check in with influencers that
target your customers, and do what you need to do to
put yourself in your customers’ shoes. Are they working
from home? Are they trying to keep kids busy now that
schools are closed? Are they trying to stay fit and
healthy while in quarantine? What problems do they
have that you can solve?
• Take those answers and take a step back. Forget
everything you’ve done before and everything you
thought you knew about your customer. Look for new
opportunities to share your product in different ways
with different people. Establish how you can pivot to
meet the needs of your customers right now?

Fastest Growing Networks

According to Statista the
market leader is Facebook. It is
one of the most popular social
networks in the United States. A
total of 79 percent of internet
users in the United States have
a social network profile

Know The Path To Purchase Of Your Audience
• One of the challenges of social media
marketing is that by its nature, social
media are peer-to-peer, involving
conversations between friends,
families and colleagues. Given this,
brands must be sensitive to how they
use social media.
• The research from GlobalWebIndex in
their social media trends 2020
report shows how social media
informs purchase decisions. It shows
that younger age groups are
particularly keen on researching
products online via social networks.
Both organic and paid posts from
businesses can help support this
process.

Social Media Messaging During COVID-19
Listen & Acknowledge
Ignoring Covid-19 or pretending like everything is normal can
come across as inauthentic at best, and tone deaf at worst. Let
your followers know that you’re listening and acknowledge our
new normal.

Be Empathetic
Covid-19 is aﬀecting everyone around the world, but in
diﬀerent ways. Remember to think outside of your own
situation, have empathy for your followers, & oﬀer
compassion. You don’t have to mention Covid-19 in all of
your content, but do take into consideration the tone of your
captions and how it could be interpreted by people facing a
diﬀerent time. Remember that some of your followers have
lost their jobs, are caring for a loved one, trying to work at
home with a toddler, might be sick themselves, etc.

Social Media Messaging During COVID-19

Keep Posting
Your followers are spending more time online than
ever before, and you want stay connected to them! If
you’re unable to market or sell your products or
services right now, focus on sharing content that
aligns with your brand values instead.
This is a well-written caption: they are
acknowledging the crisis, pro-actively providing
answers to sanitization concerns, and only offering
their home as a place to self-isolate and practice
social distancing, if you need a little more space.

Social Media Messaging During COVID-19
Provide Organic Value
Instagram is for beautiful photos and videos. Turn
your Instagram into a valuable resource for your
audience. Focus on engagement first, instead of
driving traffic, by providing extra education through
videos, carousel posts, or captions – instead of
constantly asking to swipe up or click the link in your
bio. Another way to provide value is by shifting your
overall content strategy to address social distancing
and give your followers what they’re needing the
most right now.
For example, the Insta-famous brand @Revolve is
known for their epic influencer vacations and travel
content, and they’ve had to dramatically shift their
content strategy. Instead of #revolvearoundtheworld,
they created a new hashtag #revolvearoundthehouse
to encourage their followers to “stay positive, stay
productive, and most importantly, stay connected.”

Not Sure Where To Start?

Business as (un)usual
Use this slower time to invest in growing your brand instead of
your bottom line, start new social channels, or run an influencer
campaign.
If you haven’t already started a Youtube channel or an IGTV
series, you should think about doing that now, even if you’re just
working on the planning stages.
But I would encourage you to buy a ring light and start recording
right away.

Social Listening
• Be aware of what is taking place in the news. Social
media listening software like Sprinklr, Sprout
Social, CrowdTangle, and Brandwatch allows you
to set up keyword terms for mentions of COVID-19
or coronavirus in connection with your community.
You can also accomplish some levels of social
listening without any additional software investment
by using native tools within Facebook, Twitter, and
Nextdoor.
• Follow hashtags, local business leaders, local
media outlets and their reporters, and local
influencers on social to see what they are sharing,
posting, and saying.
• Review and adjust pre-scheduled posts. Review
them all with a keen eye to ensure the tone and
messaging is appropriate.

Case Study

Now Let’s Review
YOUR Social Media
Accounts

Questions and Answers

Q&A

Let’s Stay In Touch
Stay in touch!
Twitter:

@daniellericks

LinkedIn: linkedin.com/in/daniellericks
Website: daniellericks.com
DC Businesses contact me via: DCSBDC.org
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